
Hypotheses and ʻTailsʼ

Some Background

ʻHypothesisʼ is singular, the plural form is ʻHypothesesʼ; i.e. ʻOne hypothesis, two 
hypothesesʼ (pronounced ʻ- seezʼ).

A hypothesis is a grammatically  simple statement that (usually) contains two variables and 
a relationship between them. You may believe the hypothesis to be the case, but that is 
not the point; the hypothesis is something that has to be demonstrated by the rest of your 
scientific report that follows. So, the most important bit of your conclusion is where you say 
that your study (your data, its collection, and your processing of it) supports your 
hypothesis. The word ʻtrueʼ is best avoided. Instead use an operationalised form. You may 
conclude that the nature of the support is to show: cause-and-effect, or a correlation, or a 
difference, or an association ... . (Strictly speaking you should only use ʻtrueʼ when you are 
confident you can argue there is a cause-and-effect. But to show this entails explaining the 
mechanism of how the effect follows from the cause, and this explanation will almost 
certainly be outside the scope of your study.)

Although the hypothesis is simple in its form grammatically, it is notoriously  difficult to 
construct so that it relates to you study - no more, no less. This is because you want it to 
be complex enough to be worth investigating in terms of time and expense and as a 
contribution to furthering knowledge in the area, but not so complex that it rapidly splinters 
and needs multiple pathways of investigation that quickly  overlap  and confuse. For 
example, say your hypothesis is: ʻThere a relationship  between the set pathway of doctors 
on ward rounds and the spread of infection from ward-to-wardʼ. Is this really about doctors 
coats, not doctors? Should you distinguish between house doctors from A and E, 
consultants wearing suits and no white coats, surgical gowns? and can nurses uniforms be 
reasonably excluded? This is why  ̒ operationalisationʼ of terms is essential at the outset of 
the study, and should be checked again at the end of a pilot-study. Presumably  it was 
operationalisation that resulted in a (real-life) study being done on the spread of infection 
from ward-to-ward and doctorʼs pens - pens originally fitted with GPS to track the doctors! 

In practice the hypothesis doesnʼt come from nowhere. Most studies are done in a context 
where some research has been done before. So, the hypothesis is often taken from an 
existing area. In this way your study  stands a chance of being noticed, even published, 
because it contributes to a field that is of interest to a community of experts. 

In real life research it would be crazy to show your hypothesis to be wrong. In practice you 
would do a pilot-study first and if it showed your hypothesis to be wrong then you would re-
write it. This is not cheating; the study is written-up  as a coherent whole, you shouldnʼt 
write up your conclusion as if it were a complete surprise how things turned out. A scientific 
report is not a detective story. Imagine what would happen if your report was filed on a 
database by its title/aim, and the reader had to wait until the conclusion to find out that the 
claim was wrong! However, you can set out to disprove a hypothesis if it is something 
someone else has said that you believe to not be the case, for example: ʻEating fats make 
you fatʼ. That is to say: most studies either support or attack existing views concluded by 
other studies. As I said above, most new studies are done in the context of existing 
research.
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Operationalising ʻHypothesisʼ

We have seen - in class over the past weeks - that the word ʻhypothesisʼ itself has been 
operationalised. We can have a non-directional hypothesis or a directional hypothesis. 
For example, a directional hypothesis is:
ʻThe more sleep a candidate gets then the better their result in an examinationʼ.
This is of the form A -> B and it claims a positive relationship.
Logically, directional hypotheses come in pairs (even if practically one of them looks 
ridiculous); the other one of the pair here is:
ʻThe more sleep a candidate gets then the worse their result in an examinationʼ.
This is of the form A -> B and claims a negative relationship.
To get clear about the ʻpositiveʼ / ʻnegativeʼ aspect then imagine what the respective 
graphs would look like! In the first, as A goes up then B goes up, whereas in the second as 
A goes up then B goes down; visualise a positive slope and a negative slope respectively.
(I have written ʻthenʼ in bold because in formal logic it called a ʻlogical operatorʼ that means 
you have committed to the bit after it being dependent on the bit before it.)

Now you write out the directional hypotheses for the positive and negative forms of B -> A.
(Remember to never discount a hypothesis just because it looks a hopeless claim: here 
we are interested in the logical form of a hypothesis)

Now, to the type of hypothesis that is the non-directional hypothesis.
For example, a non-directional hypothesis is: 
ʻThere is a relationship between the amount of sleep  a candidate has and their 
performance in an examinationʼ. 
This is of the form A <-> B; you are leaving it open to investigation how the hours of sleep 
variable affects the examination result variable (i.e. whether backwards or forwards, 
whether positive or negative).

Moving on, there is another type of hypothesis: the null hypothesis.
For example, a null hypothesis is:
ʻIt is not the case that there is a relationship between the hours of sleep a candidate gets 
and their examination resultʼ.
Another example is:
ʻIt is not the case that the more sleep a candidate gets then the better their result in an 
examinationʼ.
Notice then that the null bit is: ʻIt is not the case that ...ʼ; it doesnʼt matter if what follows is 
directional or non-directional, both still count as the ʻnullʼ form.

Be careful not to confuse the null hypothesis with a non-directional hypothesis. With a non- 
directional hypothesis you are saying that there is a relationship but you are simply not 
venturing to suggest what it is. With a null hypothesis you are categorically  claiming that 
there is no relationship between the two variables ʻsleepʼ and ʻexamination resultsʼ.

-----------------------------------

There is an additional level of complexity  if the relationship  between two variables is not 
straightforwardly detectable from your data by inspection or from using descriptive 
statistics, and you need to employ inferential statistics to reveal whether your hypothesis is 
supported - or not - by your data.

Let us say that your hypothesis is: 
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ʻThe more sleep a candidate gets then the better their result in an examinationʼ.
This is a directional hypothesis of the form A -> B,  it also claims a positive relationship.

Before we process the data using inferential statistics we have to do the following two 
things to give us a pair of hypotheses:
First, call your directional hypothesis the ʻalternative hypothesisʼ.
Second, write out the null hypothesis form of your directional hypothesis - which is: ʻIt is 
not the case that the more sleep a candidate gets then the better their result in an 
examinationʼ.
Let us be clear here, it is not that what you thought was your hypothesis has suddenly and 
mysteriously  turned into a different kind of thing now called an ʻalternative hypothesisʼ. It is 
simply a required part of a statistical test that a bit of re-naming takes place for the 
duration of the statistical processing.

With inferential statistics we work with the null hypothesis whilst processing the data. The 
inferential statistical test (Spearmanʼs, or Chi-Squared, or Sign Test, or Wicoxon, or Mann-
Whitney) allows us to say something about the null hypothesis: we either ʻacceptʼ or ʻrejectʼ 
it - nothing else. In turn, this allows us to say something about the alternative hypothesis 
(i.e. our original directional hypothesis (in this case)). The two possibilities for what we can 
conclude after applying a statistical test are:
1) If we are directed by the test to reject the null hypothesis then we can accept the 

alternative hypothesis.
2) If we are directed by the test to accept the null hypothesis then we must reject the 

alternative hypothesis.
In your examination look at the wording closely. If you are required to say something about 
the original hypothesis - the alternative hypothesis - donʼt just stop  at only saying 
something about what you have shown about the null hypothesis.
 (Note: ʻto accept the hypothesisʼ does not mean it is ʻtrueʼ or ʻcorrectʼ (I warned you 
about this word above!); we are working in the world of ʻprobabilityʼ, ʻlevels of significanceʼ, 
ʻconfidence levelsʼ. This is why inferential statistics are called ʻinferentialʼ: they ʻpoint 
towardsʼ, they ʻinferʼ not ʻproveʼ or ʻconcludeʼ. Also, the statistics say something about your 
two hypotheses in the context of your research study, they do not not say something 
absolute about the way the world works. Regarding probability  Einstein famously  said, 
disapprovingly: God doesnʼt play dice.)

The above works exactly  the same for a non-directional hypothesis. The original non-
directional hypothesis gets called the ʻalternative hypothesisʼ:
ʻThere is a relationship between the amount of sleep  a candidate has and their 
performance in an examinationʼ. 
This is of the form A <-> B as you are leaving it open to investigation how the hours of 
sleep affects the examination result, or, how the examination result affects the hours of 
sleep.
You then construct the null hypothesis:
ʻIt is not the case that there is a relationship  between the amount of sleep a candidate has 
and their performance in an examinationʼ. 

----------------------------------------------------

Check List
Working backwards: you should be happy with the pair of hypotheses called ʻalternative 
hypothesisʼ and ʻthe null hypothesisʼ. Given one you should be able to write the other. You 
should be happy with what is meant when either of the above is described as ʻa non-
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directional hypothesisʼ or ʻa directional hypothesisʼ. In the case of a directional hypothesis, 
you should be able to spot, if appropriate, if it makes a negative claim or a positive claim 
between two variables. Finally, you should realise that after the operationalisation above, 
the word ʻhypothesisʼ is a bit vague, a bit ambiguous, although it is fine to use it in 
straightforward cases.

One-Tailed Test, Two-Tailed Test

We have seen - in class - that during the processing of the data using inferential statistical 
tests we need to involve the hypothesis being directional or non-directional during the 
stage of obtaining a critical value from a supplied table. 
At this stage more new language appears. We need to know whether we are using a ʻone 
tailed testʼ or a ʻtwo tailed testʼ. For you this is a straightforward case of translation. And 
this is easy if you understand my notation A -> B, and A <-> B, that was given above.
A directional hypothesis A -> B (or B -> A, and regardless of a positive or negative claim) 
has one arrow head and so is a ʻone tailedʼ test.
The non-directional hypothesis A <-> B has two arrow heads, so it is a ʻtwo tailedʼ test.
For simplicity then, you can think of ʻone tailedʼ and ʻtwo tailedʼ NOT as two new concepts 
to be applied with care/difficulty, but as translated names directly associated (in every 
case) with ʻdirectionalʼ and ʻnon-directionalʼ respectively. 

Example Questions

Q5. Investigation One: Correlational research on the relationship  between peoples jobs 
and their pets.
i) State the alternate hypothesis for your correlational investigation. (3)  
ii) Explain whether your alternative hypothesis for your correlational study  is directional or 

non-directional. (2)

(Example Mark Scheme. 
i) AO1. 3 marks - for a full alternative hypothesis that is appropriate for the investigation; 

both variables are given and are operationalised. 2 marks - for a full alternative 
hypothesis that is appropriate for the investigation; only one variable is clearly 
operationalised. 1 mark - for a basic hypothesis where neither variable is 
operationalised. 0 marks - for no response, or a null hypothesis given, or a misleading 
hypothesis, i.e. it suggests that pets have jobs.

ii) AO2. 2 marks - for a full explanation of the direction. 1 mark - for a simple statement of 
the direction. 0 marks - for an inappropriate answer, or no response.)

Q9. A team of psychologists wants to investigate if the amount of alcohol consumed by 
males changes with age. They  ask 100 participants, chosen at random from ten local pubs 
in one area: ʻIf a glass of wine or a pint of beer contains three units of alcohol, how many 
units of alcohol do you consume per week?ʼ, and they also ask: ʻHow old are you?ʼ. The 
results will be plotted on a scatter diagram. An appropriate inferential statistical test will 
also be used.
i) Suggest a suitable null hypothesis for this investigation. (2)
ii) State whether your alternative hypothesis is one-tailed or two-tailed, and explain your 

answer. (3)

Q6. A researcher wants to conduct an experiment to explore whether there is a 
relationship between peopleʼs score in an examination when they have the radio on or not.
i) Suggest a non-directional hypothesis for this experiment. (2)
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ii) Suggest a directional hypothesis for this experiment. (2)
iii) Give the null-hypothesis for your response in either i) or ii) above. (2)  

Just For the Fun of It

Read the passage carefully:

ʻ... the participants were divided into two groups as matched pairs. Group A was kept 
waiting, unattended, for twenty minutes in an unheated hallway with no seats. Group B 
was given a brief introduction to the experiment by a smiling researcher; the room was 
heated, comfortable seating was provided as was tea, coffee, water, and fruit juice. 
Previous research has shown that the two groups should consequently have different 
levels of stress hormones such that Group A were more stressed than Group B.
 The conditions for the next part of the experiment were the same for both groups. 
The participants were asked to pass through a small room where there was a tray on a 
table. On the tray were twelve everyday objects (some keys, a bottle opener ... and the 
like). The participants were then directed back to their original environments and given 
paper and a pencil. They were then asked to recall the objects and their colours.ʼ

a) Write a possible non-directional hypothesis for this study.
b) Write a possible directional hypothesis for this study that is worded to show a positive or 

a negative relationship between the variables.

--------------------------------------------------------------
Answers:

Q5. Something like: ʻThere is a correlation between the type of occupation and the type of 
pet that people haveʼ. ʻType of petʼ would be operationalised into categories e.g. ʻcatʼ, 
ʻdogʼ, ʻbirdʼ, ʻreptileʼ ... . ʻType of jobʼ would be operationalised into categories e.g. ʻofficeʼ, 
ʻmanualʼ, ʻshop/retailʼ, ʻdriverʼ ... . This is a non-directional hypothesis. It would be difficult 
to know in advance what the findings would be; besides, correlational studies are very 
often non-directional. 

Q9. ʻIt is not the case that the amount of alcohol consumed by males changes as age 
increasesʼ; or: ʻIt is not the case that the amount of alcohol consumed by  males increases 
with ageʼ; or: ʻIt is not the case that the amount of alcohol consumed by males decreases 
with ageʼ. These are: two-tailed, one-tailed, one-tailed, respectively. You should have 
explained why these were one-tailed or two-tailed by referring to ʻnon-directionalʼ or 
ʻdirectionalʼ (as appropriate) and making clear what these terms mean.

Q6. ʻThere is a difference between the results of people that have a radio on during an 
examination, and the results of people that do not have a radio on during an examinationʼ.
ʻPeople that have a radio on during an examination score less in an examination than 
people that do not have a radio on in an examinationʼ. In the last one you could have said 
ʻ ... scored more ...ʼ  instead of ʻ... scored less ...ʼ. For the null hypothesis add: ʻIt is not the 
case that ...ʼ.

For the fun of it. Hints: the variables are ʻstressʼ and ʻmemoryʼ. ʻPeople that are stressed 
remember/recall less than ...ʼ is a negative relationship; as stress goes up then ability to 
recall goes down. ʻPeople that are stressed recall more than ...ʼ is a positive relationship.
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